Jesus' lessons on when the end will come. In answer to the Disciples
3 questions (Matthew 24:3): Jesus gives some signs and suggestions. Matthew 24:24-41,
Mark 13:1-29, Luke 21:5-36 (see also Luke 17:22-37)

•
•
•

When will the temple be destroyed?
What will be the sign(s) of your coming?
When will bethe end oftheage?

1. A lot will happen before the end of the worid
a. Many false prophets will arise and lead many astray (Mt. 24:4&11)
b. Wars, earthquakes, and etc, (cf Mt 24:4-14)
c. Christian witnesses will be rejected, arrested, tortured (Mt. 24:9)
d. There will be a "falling away" (culture rejecting Christianity as a whole: Mt 24:10)
e. but Gospel will go to the ends of the earth before the end (Mt. 24:14)
f. Jerusalem will remain trampled until ``the times of the Gentiles come to an
end" ( Luke 21:24)
2. When you see Jerusalem surrounded --temple will be destroyed (70ad, and at end)
3. When you see the "desolating sacrilege" (bad things done in the temple) -it's a sign
of the end of the world.
4. After this event will come a time of unparalleled human suffering: Mt 24:21
5, False Messiahs will proclaim their arrival (Mt. 24:23)

6. After those days ITribulation?) Sun and moon darkened Stars fall
``powers of the heavens shaken" Mt. 24:29
7. Then Messiah will return in a VERY visible way (Mt 24:27)

Mt 24:30

Jesus' advice on knowina when these thinas will haDDen:
8, Parable of the ``fig tree" when you see bad things beginning to happen you know
the time is !]ea±: Mt. 24:32-33

9. But no one knows the day or hoLir except God the father (not even the Son)
Mt. 24:36

10.The end will come as a surprise Mt. 24:3741 M#7 f#ese Mey5es, Ae 5aem5 fo be
describing a Rapture event - but Jesus puts it at the end.

Jesus Advice on what to do while waiting for the end of the world.
Jesus description about the coming end takes 37 verses. His advice about how to prepare

for the end takes 48.
11.So always be watching (like watching for a thieo Mt. 24:43-44
12. So always be faithfuliv doina your duty (like the faithful servant) Mt .24:45-50
13.So be DreDared for a lonaer than expected wait (like the wise virgins) Mt. 25:1-13
14. So be usinci the talents Given you -so you can be honored when the master returns
(1,2,5 talehts) Mt. 25:14-30

15.So be caring for the poor, sick and homeless as if caring for Jesus (Sheep & goat
judgment) Mt. 25:31-46
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